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For Immediate Release
PCI Member Steelike Inc. Raises $2 Million to Meet Ultra-High-Performance Concrete Demand
CHICAGO, August 3 - Steelike Inc., creator, producer and supplier of Steelike® ultra-high-performance concrete
(UHPC) and a new supplier-member of the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute, announced today that it
raised $2 million in a seed investment. As part of the transaction, its predecessor, Kulish Design Co. LLC,
changed its name to Steelike Inc.
The round was led by a Chicago investor group, and with participation from members of New York Angels. The
funding will be used to step up growth to meet increasing demand.
“The industry has been seeking a UHPC for infrastructure applications that is both easier to work with and
competitively priced," says William T. Kulish, co-founder and president of Steelike Inc. and inventor of
Steelike® UHPC. "After years of development, testing, and production, Steelike delivers on those needs and
more, with a product that meets or exceeds performance specifications required by federal and state agencies
for highway infrastructure projects. With this funding, we're looking forward to bringing the advantages of
Steelike® UHPC to our growing number of customers across the U.S.”
The demand for Steelike® UHPC, which has been commercially produced and available for construction
projects since 2014, has been increasing. Most recently, Steelike® UHPC was successfully used to connect
precast deck panels for the accelerated bridge deck replacement of the I-64/77 bridges over WV-94 in
Marmet, W.Va. Contractors are increasingly selecting Steelike® UHPC due to its superior performance, ease of
use, and competitive pricing.
“This investment round enables Steelike to accelerate its business and serve more customers,” says Chen
Wang, co-founder and CEO of Steelike. Demand for Steelike® UHPC in construction projects, especially for
highway infrastructure, has been growing and now we'll be able to meet that demand. We’re delighted to
work with our investment partners to meet this tremendous opportunity."

The funding will expedite Steelike's research and development of innovative UHPC products and methods and
empower the company to continue to build relationships with contractors, precast concrete producers,
engineers, and the academic community. The company's groundbreaking innovations include eliminating the
need for expensive and hard-to-find specialized mixers by enabling ready-mix trucks to mix Steelike® UHPC
and eliminating the need to overfill and grind UHPC connections. The funding will also speed the development
of a cutting-edge technology for mixing and placing Steelike® UHPC, with the goal of making on-site placement
even faster and easier.
UHPC, a composite material that is the closest thing to steel in the concrete world, is being increasingly
specified and adopted in the U.S. where the UHPC industry is poised for substantial growth. Steelike® UHPC is
positioned to capitalize on this growth due to its ability to be mixed onsite in standard and widely available
ready-mix trucks, ease of application and finishing, superior material performance, and competitive pricing.
About Steelike Inc.
Steelike Inc. develops, produces and supplies Steelike® ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC) for
construction projects, including highway infrastructure. Founded in 2010 as Kulish Design Co. LLC, Steelike Inc.
has produced and supplied Steelike® UHPC for construction projects commercially since 2014. Steelike® UHPC
meets or exceeds performance specifications required by federal and state agencies for UHPC in highway
infrastructure projects. For more information, visit steelike.com.
About PCI
Founded in 1954, The Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI) is a technical institute for the precast
concrete structures and systems industry. PCI develops, maintains, and disseminates the Body of Knowledge
for the design, fabrication, and construction of precast concrete structures and systems. PCI develops
consensus base standards, industry handbooks, quality assurance programs, certification, research and
development projects, design manuals, continuing education and periodical publications. PCI members include
precast concrete producers, erectors, suppliers, professional engineers and architects, educators, students,
and industry consultants who complement the wide range of knowledge of precast concrete. For more
information, visit pci.org.
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